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Covalently closed circular RNAs (circRNAs) produced by back-splicing of exon(s) are co-expressed with their
cognate linear RNAs from the same gene loci. Most circRNAs are fully overlapped with their cognate linear RNAs
in sequences except the back-spliced junction (BSJ) site, thus challenging the computational detection, experi
mental validation and hence functional evaluation of circRNAs. Nevertheless, specific bioinformatic pipelines
were developed to identify fragments mapped to circRNA-featured BSJ sites, and circRNAs were pervasively
identified from non-polyadenylated RNA-seq datasets in different cell lines/tissues and across species. Precise
identification and quantification of circRNAs provide a basis to further understand their functions. Here, we
describe detailed computational steps to annotate and quantify circRNAs using a series of CIRCexplorer pipelines.

1. Introduction
Various types of covalently closed circular RNA transcripts are pro
duced by different mechanisms [1–3]. Among them, two major sub
groups of circular RNAs are characteristically processed from eukaryotic
RNA precursors in a spliceosome-dependent manner: circular RNAs
(circRNAs) from back-splicing of exons and circular intronic RNAs
(ciRNAs) from excised intron lariats [1,4,5]. Although discovered as
early as in 1990s [6], only a handful of these spliceosome-dependent
circular RNAs were reported in following decades [7–10]. Mainly
owing to their circular formation without 3’ polyadenylated tails, most
circular RNAs were excluded in the early days transcriptomic profiling
by deep sequencing of polyadenylated [poly(A)+] RNAs, referred to as
mRNA-seq [11,12]. They have been recently re-discovered by exam
ining transcriptomic RNAs without polyadenylated tails [13,14]. Un
derstanding the biogenesis and potential biological significance of
circRNAs from back-spliced exons, which are widely expressed, has
become the focus in the field [1,15–18].
Different types of RNA-seq datasets have been utilized to profile nonpolyadenylated RNAs [poly(A)− ], non-polyadenylated RNAs together

with polyadenylated ones [ribo− ], or non-polyadenylated circular RNAs
after RNase R treatment [RNaseR], respectively (Fig. 1A) [19–21].
Although all three types of datasets are applicable to identify circRNAs
[22], distinct groups of RNAs could be detected in these RNA-seq
datasets owing to different strategies of RNA enrichments. On one
hand, most linear polyadenylated RNAs are found in the poly(A)+ RNAseq datasets; while circRNAs are found to be with other subgroups of
non-polyadenylated RNAs, such as sno-lncRNAs [23,24] and ciRNAs
[25] in the poly(A)− RNA-seq datasets (Fig. 1A)[14,21]. On the other
hand, non-polyadenylated (circ)RNAs are co-purified with poly
adenylated RNAs in the ribo− RNA-seq analysis, or are largely reserved
by RNase R digestion in RNaseR RNA-seq datasets (Fig. 1A) [22]. Of
note, despite the fact that RNase R is generally used to enrich circular
RNAs [22,26–28], some circRNAs were found to be sensitive to RNase R
treatment [22,29].
With specific computational approaches to identify fragments map
ped to back-spliced junction (BSJ) sites [26–28,30,31], hundreds of
thousands of circRNAs have been computationally detected in different
cell lines/tissues and across species [15,32–35]. Subsequent studies
have shown unique features of circRNAs in biogenesis [36–39],
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structure and degradation [40]. Importantly, lines of evidence suggest
that circRNAs play important roles in cell proliferation [41,42], brain
function [43], and innate immune response [40,44]. It has been shown
that most circRNAs are produced from middle exons of annotated genes
[39], resulting in the overlapped sequences between circRNAs and their
cognate linear RNAs, except circRNA-characteristic BSJ sites (Fig. 1B).
Such sequence similarities bring challenges to characterize circRNA
biogenesis and function because most circRNAs are co-expressed with
their cognate linear RNAs [39]. Nonetheless, specific and reliable
computational pipelines are required for circRNA identification and
annotation in order to provide the basis for the study of circRNA
biogenesis and function.
Almost all these computational pipelines, such as find_circ [45], CIRI
[46] and CIRCexplorer (version one) [39], were set to identify deep
sequencing fragments specifically aligned to BSJ sites for circRNA
annotation in early days (Table 1). To identify the complex alternative
back-splicing regulation and unique internal splicing regulation within
circRNAs, other pipelines, such as CIRI-AS [47], CIRCexplorer2 [35],
and CircSplice [48], were updated or developed to inspect alternative
circularization, a phenomenon that multiple circRNAs are produced
from one gene locus including inner alternative splicing events
(Table 1). Most recently, to tackle the difficulty of comparing circular

and cognate linear RNA expression at the same time, additional pipe
lines, mainly CIRCexplorer3-CLEAR [20], CIRIquant [49] and DCC [50],
were constructed to quantitate the relative expression of circRNAs by
normalizing to that of individual cognate linear RNAs (Table 1). In this
chapter, we provide the step-by-step protocol to computationally
annotate and quantify circRNAs with well-developed CIRCexplorer
toolkits on a series of RNA-seq datasets in PA1 cells. Of note, in addition
to HISAT2 [51] and TopHat-Fusion [52] that are shown in this analysis,
other aligners, such as STAR [53] and BWA [54], can be also used in the
CIRCexplorer pipeline to identify circular RNAs.
2. Materials
2.1. Hardware and software
1. 64-bit computer running Linux
2. 8 GB of RAM (16 GB preferred)
3. CIRCexplorer2
CIRCexplorer2 is available at https://github.com/YangLab/CIRC
explorer2, and the detailed document is at https://circexplorer2.
readthedocs.io/en/latest. This chapter is based on the version 2.4.0.

Fig. 1. Illustration of different types of RNA-seq datasets for circRNA annotation.
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2.7. Hisat2

Table 1
Summary of computational pipelines for circRNA annotation and quantification.
Names, aligners, links and references of these pipelines are provided.
Pipeline

Mapper

URL

I. General annotation of circRNAs with BSJ sites
ACFS
BWA
https://github.
com/arthuryxt/acfs
CIRCexplorer
TopHat/STAR
https://github.
com/YangLab/CIRCexplorer
circRNA_finder
STAR
https://github.
com/orzechoj/circRNA_finder
CIRI2
BWA
https://sourceforge.
net/projects/ciri/files/CIRI2
find_circ
Bowtie2
https://github.
com/rajewsky-lab/find_circ
KNIFE
Bowtie2
https://github.
com/lindaszabo/KNIFE
MapSplice
Bowtie
http://www.netlab.uky.
edU/p/bioinfo/MapSplice2
Uroborus
TopHat
https://github.
com/WGLab/UROBORUS
II. Alternative (back-) splicing landscape of circRNAs
CIRCexplorer2
TopHat/
https://github.
STAR/
com/YangLab/CIRCexplorer2
MapSplice/
BWA/
segemehl
CIRI-AS
/
https://sourceforge.
net/projects/ciri/files/CIRI-AS
CircSplice
STAR
https://github.
com/GeneFeng/CircSplice
III. Direct comparison of circRNAs with linear RNAs
CLEAR
TopHat/
https://github.
STAR/
com/YangLab/CLEAR
MapSplice/
BWA/
segemehl
CIRIquant
BWA
https://github.
com/Kevinzjy/CIRIquant
DCC
STAR
https://github.
com/dieterich-lab/DCC
Sailfish-cir
/
https://github.
com/zerodel/sailfish-cir

[64]

HISAT2 [51] can be downloaded from http://daehwankimlab.gith
ub.io/hisat2/download/, and the manual of HISAT2 is at http://daeh
wankimlab.github.io/hisat2/manual/. This chapter is based on the
version 2.0.5.

[39]

2.8. TopHat2 and TopHat-Fusion

Reference

[68]

The TopHat2 [52] can be downloaded from https://ccb.jhu.
edu/software/tophat, and the information of TopHat2 is at https://cc
b.jhu.edu/software/tophat/manual.shtml. This chapter is based on the
version 2.0.12.

[46]
[45]
[69]

2.9. StringTie

[70]

The StringTie [57] can be downloaded from https://ccb.jhu.edu/
software/stringtie, and the information of StringTie is at https://ccb.jh
u.edu/software/stringtie/index.shtml?t=manual. This chapter is based
on the version 1.3.6.

[71]

[35]

2.10. Samtools
The samtools [58] can be fetched from https://sourceforge.net/pro
jects/samtools/files/samtools. This chapter is based on the version
0.1.19.

[47]
[48]

2.11. BEDtools
[20]

The BEDTools [59] can be fetched from http://bedtools.readthedocs.
io/en/latest. This chapter is based on the version 2.26.0.
2.12. RegTools

[49]

The RegTools [60] can be downloaded from https://github.com/gri
ffithlab/regtools. This chapter is based on the version 0.5.2.

[50]
[72]

2.13. UCSC utilities

2.2. CIRCexplorer3-CLEAR

UCSC utilities, including genePredToGtf, gtfToGenePred, bed
GraphToBigWig, and bedToBigBed, are available at https://hgdownlo
ad.soe.ucsc.edu/admin/exe.

CIRCexplorer3-CLEAR is available at https://github.com/Yang
Lab/CLEAR. This chapter is based on the version 1.0.1.

2.14. Other python-related packages

2.3. Python 2.7

Python-related packages, including pysam, pybedtools, docopt, and
scipy, are available at https://pypi.python.org.

The python can be fetched from https://www.python.org.

2.15. Reference genome and gene annotation

2.4. Perl 5

1. hg38.fa
“hg38.fa” contains human primary reference genome sequence
(version GRCh38/hg38), which can be downloaded from http://hgdo
wnload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg38/bigZips/hg38.chromFa.tar.gz.
2. hg38_gencode.gtf
“hg38_gencode.gtf” is a General Transfer Format (GTF) file for gene
annotation, which can be downloaded from ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/
databases/gencode/Gencode_human/release_31/gencode.v31.annota
tion.gtf.gz.
This chapter is based on the version 31.

The perl can be fetched from https://www.perl.org.
2.5. Bowtie
Bowtie [55] can be downloaded from http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.
net/index.shtml, and the manual of Bowtie is at http://bowtie-bio.sour
ceforge.net/manual.shtml. This chapter is based on the version 0.12.9.
2.6. Bowtie2

2.16. RNA-Seq datasets

Bowtie2 [56] can be downloaded from http://bowtie-bio.source
forge.net/bowtie2/index.shtml, and the manual of Bowtie2 is at http:
//bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/manual.shtml. This chapter is
based on the version 2.2.9.

Previously-published poly(A)+, poly(A)− and ribo− RNA-seq data
sets of PA1 cells are used in this chapter [35,37], which can be down
loaded from NCBI GEO (GSE75733 and GSE73325).
3
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3. Analysis of circRNAs

CLEAR pipeline (Fig. 2C).

3.1. Selection of different types of RNA-seq datasets

3.2. Quality control of RNA-seq datasets for circRNA identification

Given the fact that different repertories of RNA molecules are iso
lated for poly(A)+, poly(A)− , ribo− , or RNaseR RNA-seq (Fig. 1), it is
important to choose appropriate types of RNA-seq together with suitable
pipelines for designed circRNA profiling. Generally speaking, poly(A)+
RNA-seq datasets are not expected for circRNA detection, despite that
some circRNAs might be unintentionally examined in poly(A)+ RNA-seq
datasets, possibly due to non-specific binding of circRNAs with oligo(dT)
beads. In contrast, all types of poly(A)− , ribo− , or RNaseR RNA-seq
datasets can be used for circRNA analyses with the series of CIR
Cexplorer pipelines (Fig. 2A). To precisely detect uniquely back-spliced
exons and the internal landscape of circRNAs, paired poly(A)+ and poly
(A)− datasets are suggested to be compared by taking advantage of
alternative (back-)splicing analysis module in the CIRCexplorer2 pipe
line (Fig. 2B). Importantly, ribo− RNA-seq datasets are more applicable
than other types of non-polyadenylated RNA-seq for direct expression
comparison of circular and linear RNAs, such as by using CIRCexporer3-

Prior to genome-wide analysis, the quality of the RNA-seq datasets
should be generally evaluated by applying specific quality control tools,
such as FastQC. If needed, RNA-seq datasets can be further cleaned ac
cording to the report of quality control tools. Some other factors are also
suggested to be considered before subsequent circRNA analyses. For
example, the length of RNA-seq fragments affects the efficiency of
fragments aligned to BSJ sites, hence having impact on the quantifica
tion of circRNAs [20]. In addition, although normally removed, some
rRNAs might be still included in poly(A)− , ribo− , or RNaseR RNA-seq
datasets owing to their extremely high expression. Similarly, some
linear RNAs might be also detectable in RNaseR RNA-seq datasets owing
to their unexpected resistance to RNase R treatment [22]. Taken
together, cross-sample comparison of circRNAs should be carefully
evaluated when using different sets of RNA-seq datasets for analysis.

Fig. 2. Flowcharts of circRNA annotation, circRNA-predominant alternative back-splicing/splicing and circRNA quantification with the series of CIR
Cexplorer pipelines.
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3.3. Genome-wide annotation of circular RNAs

3.4. Detection of alternative back-splicing

The essential step for circRNA identification is to find fragments
mapped to circRNA-featured BSJ sites, adapted in all widely-used
computational pipelines (Table 1). Here, we apply CIRCexplorer2 for
circRNA profiling from the ribo− RNA-seq dataset in PA1 cells (Fig. 2A).
First, indexes of human reference genomes (hg38.fa) are created.
Command line:
bowtie-build hg38.fa hg38
bowtie2-build hg38.fa hg38
hisat2-build hg38.fa hg38
Then, the ribo− RNA-seq dataset in PA1 cells is aligned to human
reference genome (GRCh38/hg38) by aligner HISAT2. The input files
contain HISAT2 genome index file (hg38), the GENCODE splice site
annotation file (hg38_gencode_sp.txt) and ribo− RNA-seq dataset files
(PA1_rm.fq.gz). The output file is a HISAT2 aligned result file in SAM
format (PA1_rm.sam).
Command Line:
hisat2 –no-softclip –score-min L,-16,0 –mp 7,7 –rfg 0,7 –rdg 0,7 –dta -k
1 –max-seeds 20 -p 20 -x hg38 –known-splicesite-infile hg38_gencode_sp.txt
-U PA1_rm.fq.gz -S PA1_rm.sam &>! PA1_rm_hisat2.log
As an intermediate step, samtools and bedtools are used to transfer
the “PA1_rm.sam” to BAM format file (PA1_rm_sorted.bam) and to
obtain HISAT2-unmapped fragments in FASTQ format (PA1_rm_un
mapped.fq).
Command Line:
samtools view -Sb -f 4 PA1_rm.sam > PA1_rm_unmapped.bam
bamToFastq -i PA1_rm_unmapped.bam -fq PA1_rm_unmapped.fq
samtools view -Sb -F 4 PA1_rm.sam > PA1_rm_mapped.bam
samtools sort PA1_rm_mapped.bam PA1_rm_sorted
samtools index PA1_rm_sorted.bam
The HISAT2-unmapped result file (PA1_rm_unmapped.fq) is realigned by TopHat-Fusion to retrieve fragments aligned to BSJ sites.
Except “PA1_rm_unmapped.fq”, input files also include bowtie1 index
file for reference genome (hg38). The output is a folder containing
TopHat2 mapping results (PA1_rm_fusion).
Command Line:
tophat2 -o PA1_rm_fusion -p 20 –fusion-search –keep-fasta-order –bow
tie1 –no-coverage-search hg38 PA1_rm_unmapped.fq &>! PA1_rm_fusion.
log
CIRCexplorer2 is used to extract fragments mapped to BSJ sites with
XF tag (see Note 1). The input file is TopHat-Fusion mapping result file
(PA1_rm_fusion/accepted_hits.bam). The output is a new folder
(PA1_rm_circ) containing fragments aligned to BSJ sites (bsj.bed).
Command line:
mkdir PA1_rm_circ
CIRCexplorer2 parse -f -t TopHat-Fusion PA1_rm_fusion/accepted_hits.
bam -b PA1_rm_circ/bsj.bed &>! PA1_rm_parse.log
Finally, circRNAs are annotated with known GENCODE annotation
genes. The bias from base offset around exon–intron junctions can be
corrected in this step by CIRCexplorer2 embedding fine-tuning function.
The input files include GENCODE gene annotation file (hg38_gencode.
txt), the reference genome file (hg38.fa), and the “bsj.bed” file with
aforementioned BSJ information. The output file is “circularRNA.txt”
(see Note 2) in extended BED12 format, including circRNA chrom,
circRNA start, circRNA end, circRNA name, BED12 score, strand,
thickStart (same as “circRNA start”), thickEnd (same as “circRNA start”),
itemRgb, exonCount, exonSizes, exonStarts information with additional
six fields as fragment number that aligned to back-splicing junctions,
circular RNA type (circRNA or circular intronic RNA. see Note 3), gene
name, isoform name, exonStart, exonEnd, and circRNA-flanking intron
information.
Command Line:
CIRCexplorer2 annotate -r hg38_gencode.txt -g hg38.fa -b PA1_rm_circ/
bsj.bed -o PA1_rm_circ/circularRNA.txt &>! PA1_rm_annotate.log

Currently, there are two basic strategies to investigate the alternative
back-splicing of circRNAs and their internal alternative splicing events.
One is to compare poly(A)+ with poly(A)− or RNaseR RNA-seq datasets
to fetch circRNA predominant back-splicing/splicing events. The other
one is to utilize long paired-end fragments to check the internal struc
tures of circRNAs. Here, we use CIRCexplorer2 as an example to examine
the alternative back-splicing landscape of circRNAs based on ribo− or
poly(A)− RNA-seq datasets in PA1 cells (Fig. 2B).
There are two types of alternative back-splicing events, including
alternative 5’ back-splicing and alternative 3’ back-splicing [35]. With
an “–abs” parameter added into the CIRCexplorer2 annotation step, two
output files, referred to as “a5bs.txt” and “a3bs.txt”, are generated in a
default folder (PA1_rm_circ/abs) to list all alternative 5’ a 3’ backsplicing related information, including circRNA chrom, circRNA start,
circRNA end, strand, alternative back-splice site, back-spliced fragment
counts, and Percent Circularized-site Usage (PCU).
Command line:
CIRCexplorer2 denovo –abs PA1_rm_circ/abs -r hg38_gencode.txt -g
hg38.fa -b PA1_rm_circ/bsj.bed -o PA1_rm_circ/tmp &>! PA1_rm_abs.log
A typical 5’ alternative back-splicing of circRNA at FAT1 gene locus
is observed in PA1 cells from both poly(A)− and ribo− RNA-seq datasets
(Fig. 3A).
3.5. Detection of alternative splicing events within circRNAs
Similar to those in linear RNAs, four basic types of alternative
splicing events (cassette exon, retained intron, alternative 5’ splicing
and alternative 3’ splicing) can be observed in the internal region of
circRNAs by CIRCexplorer2 [35]. In principle, CIRCexplorer2 is used to
predict circRNA-predominated alternative splicing events by comparing
paired poly(A)+ and poly(A)− RNA-seq datasets in PA1 cells (Fig. 2B).
PA1 poly(A)− RNA-seq dataset is analyzed by commands in “3.3 Iden
tify back-splicing junction reads for circRNA with known gene annota
tion” and “3.4 Detection of alternative back-splicing”. Meanwhile, the
PA1 poly(A)+ RNA seq dataset (PA1_pp.fq.gz) is mapped to reference
genome to obtain an output file named as “PA1_pp_sorted.bam”.
Alternative splicing events in circRNAs are predicted by add “–as”
parameter into the CIRCexplorer2 annotate. With additional input file
“PA1_pm_sorted.bam” containing poly(A)− RNA-seq dataset HISAT2
mapping result and “PA1_pp_sorted.bam” containing poly(A)+ RNA-seq
dataset HISAT2 mapping result, information of all four basic type
alternative splicing events will be separately exported to output files
“all_exon_info.txt”, “all_intron_info.txt”, “all_A5SS_info.txt”, and
“all_A3SS_info.txt” files in the “as” folder (see Note 4).
Command line:
CIRCexplorer2 denovo –as PA1_pm_circ/as -r hg38_gencode.txt -g hg38.
fa -b PA1_pm_circ/bsj.bed -m PA1_pm_sorted.bam -n PA1_pp_sorted.bam -o
PA1_pm_circ/tmp &>! PA1_pm_as.log
With strict criteria, circRNA-predominant alternative splicing events
are then determined (Table 2). Comprehensive alternative back-splicing
and splicing landscape of circRNAs are available at CIRCpedia v2 from
hundreds of RNA-seq samples across multiple species [61]. A typical
cassette exon inclusion or exclusion in the internal region of circRNA at
TRPC1 gene locus is demonstrated by comparing poly(A)+ and poly
(A)− datasets from PA1 cells (Fig. 3B).
3.6. Comparison of circular RNA and linear RNA expression
In addition to their complete sequence overlapping, different stra
tegies are also applied to quantify circular or linear RNAs, which im
pedes the direct comparison of circular and linear RNA expression. A few
computational pipelines, such as CIRCexplorer3-CLEAR, CIRIquant,
DCC and Sailfish-cir, are built to overcome this obstacle (Table 1). Here,
we use CIRCexplorer3-CLEAR as an example to realize this direct
5
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Fig. 3. Visualization of circRNAs with CIRCexplorer pipelines.

Command line:
circ_quant -c PA1_rm_circ/circularRNA.txt -b PA1_rm_sorted.bam -t -r
hg38_gencode.txt -o PA1_rm_circ/quant.txt &>! PA1_rm_quant.log
Both modes lead to the same output file, “PA1_rm_quant.txt”. The
“PA1_rm_quant.txt” is an extended BED12 format file containing the
same columns as PA1_rm_circ/circularRNA.txt, but with three addi
tional columns, including FPB for expression of circRNA (FPBcirc), FPB
for expression of cognate linear RNA (FPBlinear), and CIRCscore for
relative expression of circRNA (FPBcirc/FPBlinear). A new quantification
parameter, fragments per billion mapped fragments (FPB), is invented to
quantify both circular and linear RNA expression independent of
sequencing strategies (paired-end or single-end RNA-seq) and read
lengths. An additional new CIRCscore parameter is also introduced to
direct compare circular and linear RNA expression by dividing FPBcirc
with FPBlinear, which evaluates the relative circRNA expression with
linear RNA expression as the background (illustrated at the NFATC3
gene locus in Fig. 3C).

Table 2
Criteria to determine alternative splicing events within circRNAs. All four basic
types of alternative splicing events can be then determined in the internal region
of circRNAs.
Alternative splicing

Criteria

Cassette exons

P(circular percent spliced in (PSI) > linear PSI, fisher exact test) < 0.01
Inclusion readscircular ≥ 10
Exclusion readslinear ≥ 5
Percent Intron Retention (PIR) circular > PIRlinear
P(exon-intron reads != intron reads, binomial test) < 0.05
Exon1-Introncircular + Intron-Exon2circular ≥ 1
Exon1-Exon2linear ≥ 5
Percent Splice site Usage (PSU) circular > PSUlinear
0 < PSUcircular < 100%
Total junction reads in splice site ≥ 5
PSUcircular > PSUlinear
0 < PSUcircular < 100%
Total junction reads in splice site ≥ 5

Intron retention

Alternative 5’ splicing
Alternative 3’ splicing

4. Discussion

comparison (Fig. 2C) from the prevalent ribo− RNA-seq datasets in PA1
cells (see Note 5). CIRCexplorer3-CLEAR pipeline can either directly
parse raw RNA-seq datasets in fastq format or output files from CIR
Cexplorer2 for the comparison. Both modes are introduced below.
To start with raw sequencing reads, the input files include PA1 ribo−
RNA-seq dataset (PA1_rm.fq.gz), the reference genome HISAT2/Bow
tie1 index files (hg38), and GENCODE gene annotation file (hg38_gen
code.gtf).
Command line:
clear_quant − 1 PA1_rm.fq.gz -g hg38.fa -i hg38 -j hg38 -G hg38_gencode.
gtf -o PA1_rm_quant &>! PA1_rm_quant.log
To start with output files after CIRCexplorer2, the input files include
CIRCexplorer2 annotate result file (PA1_rm_circ/circularRNA.txt), the
HISAT2 mapping result file (PA1_rm_sorted.bam), and GENCODE gene
annotation file (hg38_gencode.txt).

By applying recently-developed computational pipelines to retrieve
fragments mapped to BSJ sites from various types of RNA-seq datasets, a
tremendous amount of circRNAs have been annotated and quantified in
a tissue- and species- specific manner (see Note 6). In this chapter, we
apply a series of CIRCexplorer pipelines as examples to illustrate how to
identify and quantify circRNAs from different RNA-seq datasets. How
ever, multiple events could potentially lead to false positives for circRNA
annotation, such as the temple switching during RNA-seq library prep
aration and possible genetic rearrangements of exons [33,62,63]. Thus,
beyond computational annotation, experimental validations, such as
northern blotting and with RNase R treatment must be applied prior to
selecting circRNAs of interest for the subsequent functional analyses
[22,33] (see Note 7). Nevertheless, other than aforementioned short6
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read RNA-seq datasets and pipelines for circRNA detection, long-read
sequencing technology has been also used to profile circRNAs with
decoded full-length sequences [64–67]. In the future, the combination of
the short- and long- read sequencing technologies will provide better
solutions for circRNA profiling across cells and tissues.
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5. Notes
1. In the CIRCexplorer2 parse step, it is suggested to add “-f”
parameter to make the analysis consistent for either paired-end or
single-end RNA-seq datasets. With “-f” parameter, only paired frag
ments, but not individual reads, are counted.
2. De novo assembly of circRNAs by CIRCexplorer2 is applied to
detect unannotated exons for back-splicing.
3. To our knowledge, ciRNAs from intron lariats could be also
identified together with circRNAs by using CIRCexplorer pipelines.
4. Detailed information for alternative splicing output files is in htt
ps://circexplorer2.readthedocs.io/en/latest/modules/denovo.
5. To achieve more reliable comparison of circRNA and linear RNA
expression, ribo− RNA-seq datasets are suggested for analysis with
CIRCexplorer3-CLEAR.
6. It is highly suggested to use multiple computational pipelines to
achieve reliable results for circRNA analyses [26,30].
7. RNaseR RNA-seq datasets are generally used for validation of
circRNA in a genome-wide scale, but not all circRNAs are inert to RNase
R incubation [22].
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